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Abstract
It has been claimed in literature that segments at root-internal are more resistant to phonological processes than segments at other positions of words. According to Pater (1999), nasal substitution in Indonesian language is not realised within the morphemes even though there is a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent, for example, the word /empat/ is realised as [ampat]. However, the occurrence of the sequence across morphemes for instance, at prefix-root boundaries is resolved by nasal substitution. For example, /məŋ+pukul/ is realised as [mamukul]. In this paper, the resistance of root-internal segments to phonological processes is questioned. Evidences from two Malay dialects i.e. Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan show that root-internal segments are not exempted from undergoing some phonological processes to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. For instance, roots like /bantal/ and /ʤəmput/ are realised as [bata:] and [ʤaput] in Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects respectively.
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INVESTIGANDO EL REQUISITO DE FIDELIDAD DE LAS RAICES:
EVIDENCIA DE LOS DIALECTOS DEL MALAYO

Resumen

La bibliografía afirma que los segmentos en la raíz interna son más resistentes a los procesos fonológicos que los segmentos en otras posiciones de las palabras. Según Pater (1999), la sustitución nasal en el idioma indonesio no se realiza en de los morfemas a pesar de que hay una secuencia de obstruente nasal y sorda, por ejemplo, la palabra /empat/ se realiza como [ampat]. Sin embargo, la aparición de la secuencia a través de morfemas, por ejemplo, en los límites de la raíz del prefijo se resuelve por la sustitución de la nasal. Por ejemplo, /mar+pukul/ se realiza como [mamukul]. En este artículo, se cuestiona la resistencia de los segmentos internos de la raíz a los procesos fonológicos. Las evidencias de dos dialectos malayos, es decir, Kelantan y Negeri Sembilan, muestran que los segmentos internos de la raíz no están exentos de someterse a algunos procesos fonológicos para eliminar los grupos obstruentes nasales y sordos. Por ejemplo, las raíces como /bantal/ y /ʤəmput/ se realizan como [bata:] y [ʤaput] en los dialectos Kelantan y Negeri Sembilan, respectivamente.

Palabras clave
dialectos malayos, grupos de obstruente nasal sorda, fidelidad de la raíz, teoría de la optimidad

1. Introduction

It has been claimed in previous studies (e.g.: McCarthy & Prince 1995 and Pater 1999) that some phonological processes or rules are prevented from applying to root-internal segments. In contrast, segments in other positions are not strictly blocked from undergoing the phonological processes. This restriction is due to the faithfulness requirements enforced at root-internal segments.

In view of the issue mentioned above, this paper intends to investigate the faithfulness requirements of root-internal segments. By focusing on two Malay dialects namely Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan, this paper argues that not all root-internal segments are resistant to phonological processes. This means that segments at root-morphemes could also undergo some phonological processes like other segments at non-
root morphemes. In the following section, some insights on past studies concerning the restrictions imposed on root-internal segments will be provided.

2. Literature background

It has been shown in literature that faithfulness of root-internal segments has received formal attention from scholars since a few decades ago. Some of the earliest studies were carried out by Mascaró (1976), Kiparsky (1982, 1993), McCarthy & Prince (1995), Pater (1999) and others. These studies revealed that root-internal segments are resistance to phonological processes. However, a different scenario applies to segments at non-root morphemes like affixes whereby segments in this position are not strictly enforced from undergoing phonological processes. In other words, non-root segments are not strictly required to be as faithful as root-internal segments.

Two views have been examined namely from the perspectives of morphology and phonology in discussing this issue. The morphological point of view addresses this issue as the effect of derived environment. It is claimed that these are processes that could only be applied outside the morphemes or across morpheme boundaries, but not within a morpheme. Because of this, roots or underived words are claimed to be more resistant to phonological processes or rules than derived words such as affixes (Mascaró 1976; Kiparsky 1982, 1993). It is typical cross-linguistically that underived words do not necessary conform to some of the phonological systems in the language. In discussing word minimality, underived words are claimed not to be subject to the same minimality condition of the language (Downing 2006). Unlike underived words, derived words must obey the word minimality condition of the language. This means that underived words in a disyllabic language could appear as monosyllabic words, whereas, derived words could not. Below are some of the examples:

(1) Disyllabic roots

- cukur ɲukur ‘shave someone’
- bali mbaleni ‘return something’
- tulis nulis ‘to write’
- dudut ndudut ‘pull/interesting’
- sapu ɲapu ‘broom/to sweep’

(2) Monosyllabic roots

- cet ɲəcet ‘to print’
- bom ɲəbom ‘to bomb’
- Dol ɲədol ‘to sell’
- Tik ɲətik ‘to type/typewrite’
- Bis ɲəbis ‘(to ride the) bus’

Whereas, in phonology, this issue is regarded as the faithfulness requirement that applies to segments within the roots. According to McCarthy & Prince (1994) and Urbanczyk (1996) show that a large number of disparate phenomena, reduplicative and otherwise, result from stricter faithfulness requirements within the roots than elsewhere in the words. This situation can be observed in Indonesian nasal substitution. It is worth mentioning that a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent is not allowed in the language, but they emerge in the surface representation within the roots. Nasal substitutions are generally utilised in Indonesian to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix junctures is blocked at the internal level. The consequence of blocking nasal substitution in Indonesian results in a sequence of homorganic nasal and voiceless obstruents in the surface representation, as exemplified below:

(3) Root-internal occurrences of NÇ in Indonesian (from Pater 1999: 75; 2001)

- /əmpat/ [əmpat] ‘four’
- /untuk/ [untuk] ‘for’
- /μŋkin/ [μŋkin] ‘maybe’
The case is different if the cluster occurs between a root and prefix, or at prefix-root juncture. In this morphological environment, nasal substitution is applied instead, as shown in the following examples:

(4) Nasal substitution in Indonesian, Chamorro and Javanese (from Pater 1999)

\[
\begin{align*}
/m\text{a}N+s\text{ap}u/ & \quad [\text{m}a\text{n}apu] \text{ ‘to sweep’} \text{ – Indonesian.} \\
/m\text{a}n+s\text{aga}/ & \quad [\text{m}a\text{n}aga] \text{ ‘to stay’} \text{ – Chamorro. (Topping 1973: 50)} \\
/N+s\text{ambuŋ}/ & \quad [\text{n}ambuŋ] \text{ ‘to connect’} \text{ – Javanese. (Poedjosoedarmo 1982: 51)}
\end{align*}
\]

McCarthy & Prince (1994) claimed that the lacked of nasal substitution within the roots as occurred in Indonesian is caused by the needs to maintain more contrasts between the roots and the affixes. Since the faithfulness requirement is enforced stricter to segments within the roots, therefore nasal substitution fails to apply. To explain this situation, McCarthy & Prince (1994) proposed a general ranking schema where root-specific versions of faithfulness constraints were ranked higher than the general version of these constraints: Root-Faithfulness >> Faithfulness. In this case, a root-specific faithfulness constraint i.e. ROOT-LINEARITY is ranked above the general faithfulness constraint i.e. LINEARITY, as shown in Tableau 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/am₁p₂at/</th>
<th>LINEARITY-ROOT</th>
<th>*NČ</th>
<th>LINEARITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. am₁p₂at</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. am₁p₂at</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tableau 1. LINEARITY-ROOT >> LINEARITY.

In his analysis, Pater (2001) also discussed nasal substitution in Indonesian. Unlike McCarthy & Prince (1994), he employed a root-specific faithfulness constraint named UNIFORMITY-ROOT to describe the faithfulness of the two segments. In his analysis, Pater showed that UNIFORMITY-ROOT blocked the sequence of nasal plus voiceless obstruent in root-internal position from undergoing nasal substitution by positioning the constraint above UNIFORMITY, the general faithfulness constraint. By using the same ranking, Pater
also demonstrated that UNIFORMITY-ROOT which required the output to be as faithful as the input could not stop the cluster at prefix boundaries from undergoing nasal substitution. The discussion of this phonological process is summarized in Tableaux 2 and 3 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/am₁p₂at/</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY-ROOT</th>
<th>*NÇ</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. am₁₂at</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [am₁]p₂at</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/məŋ₁p₂aksə/</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY-ROOT</th>
<th>*NÇ</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [mam₁]p₂aksə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. mam₁p₂aksə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tableau 3. Nasal substitution is unblocked at prefix boundaries in Indonesian (Pater 2001: 161).

The above literature clearly explains the occurrence of nasal substitution which is applied to nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters is blocked root-internally. In morphology, this situation occurred due to the derived environment which only permits nasal substitution to occur across morpheme boundaries, but not within a morpheme. Based on the Optimality Theory in phonology, this phenomenon is described as a high-ranked root-specific faithfulness constraint in the ranking rather than a general faithfulness constraint.

3. Data and methods

In analysing the issue raised above, two types of data are used: (1) secondary data from previous studies and (2) interviews. Data from two previous studies namely, Che Kob (1985) and Rufus (1966) which examined Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects respectively were used. Data from each study were used to examine the faithfulness of root-internal segments. Since the data from these previous studies (e.g.: Che Kob 1985;
Rufus 1966) were inadequate to explain the issue raised in this study, interview sessions were carried out to supplement the needed information. To obtain more data, two native speakers of each dialect were interviewed. A short word list which contains nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters was prepared. In the interview sessions, the native speakers were asked to pronounce the words in the word list.

4. Discussion

As discussed in section 2, it is clear that segments in a morpheme are more resistant to phonological process like nasal substitution than segments at prefix boundaries. This shows that roots are more faithful than prefixes. Moreover, the faithfulness requirement imposed on roots as claimed by previous scholars demonstrates the contrast between roots and affixes. Given that roots are required to be faithful to its inputs rigidly than affixes do, they are more distinct.

Previous studies concerning nasal substitution suggest that the phonological process only applies to nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix boundaries. However, it fails to apply within the roots. To demonstrate, the Indonesian nasal substitution is used as an example. As discussed in the previous section, nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix boundaries in Indonesian are avoided by employing nasal substitution. The occurrence of the clusters, however, is permitted root-internally. As in Indonesian, the same phonological situation can be observed in standard Malay (hereafter, SM) where the clusters in the language are only banned at prefix boundaries, but not within the roots (Syed Jaafar 2011). Some examples obtained from the Malay language are illustrated below:

---

1 Some of the word listed can be found in (7)
(5) Nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters root-internally in SM (Syed Jaafar 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>SM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kampunŋ/ ‘village’</td>
<td>[kamponŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sampan/ ‘small boat’</td>
<td>[sampan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lompat/ ‘to jump’</td>
<td>[lompat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pintu/ ‘door’</td>
<td>[pintu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tempat/ ‘place’</td>
<td>[tempat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/taŋkap/ ‘to catch’</td>
<td>[taŋkap]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hantu/ ‘ghost’</td>
<td>[hantu]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(6) Nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix boundaries in SM (Syed Jaafar 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/məŋ-kuat-kan/</td>
<td>[maŋuwatkan] ACT.PRF-strong-CAUS.SUF ‘to cause to strengthen for’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/paŋ-pindah-an/</td>
<td>[pa-mindahan] NOM.PRF-migrate-NOM.SUF ‘migration’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/maŋ-kunjung-i/</td>
<td>[maŋunjungi] ACT.PRF-visit-LOC.SUF ‘to cause to visit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evidences from Indonesian and SM support the claim made by previous studies concerning roots faithfulness requirement. It is important to highlight that the roots faithfulness requirement is somehow violated. The relation between the segments in the input and the output are not fully obeyed in some of the Malay dialects. Based on the two dialects of Malay i.e. Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan, this paper claims that nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters in root-internally could also undergo a phonological process. This is evident based on the data obtained from the previous studies and the interviews as shown below:

(7) Nasal and voiceless obstruent root-internally in Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>Kelantan</th>
<th>Negeri Sembilan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kampunŋ ‘village’</td>
<td>kamponŋ</td>
<td>kaponŋ</td>
<td>kaponŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampan ‘small boat’</td>
<td>sampan</td>
<td>sapɛ</td>
<td>sapan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampai ‘arrive’</td>
<td>sampai</td>
<td>sapɛ</td>
<td>sapa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above data indicates that root-internal segments are not resistant to phonological processes as claimed before, whereby nasal segments which precede voiceless obstruents undergo deletion. Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters root-internally are not manifested phonetically in Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects. Based on the data shown above, it is questionable whether root-internal segments are completely blocked from undergoing any phonological processes and whether they are more faithful than segments in other positions? In view of this data, this paper argues that faithfulness requirement enforces to the segments in roots is not applicable to all
root-internal segments. In other words, root-internal segments are not fully resistant to phonological processes because of the occurrence of nasal deletion. The process of nasal deletion can be illustrated in the following schematic diagram.

(8) Correspondence diagram for nasal deletion (Kager 1999)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Input:} \\
N_1T_2 \\
\text{Output:} \\
T_2
\end{array}
\]

Since nasal deletion is applied to avoid a sequence of nasal plus voiceless obstruent within the roots in Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects, therefore, the root-internal faithfulness requirement is not crucial as it could not always be met. The application of nasal deletion means that faithfulness requirement is not completely obeyed by the segments inside the roots. Given this scenario, this paper claims that markedness requirement is more crucial than faithfulness requirement in handling nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. It could be predicted that the outputs derived would be unmarked segments i.e. no nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters since markedness requirement is highly required in the grammar. This also means that the grammars of those dialects still prefer the unmarked segments over the marked segments. In OT, this situation could be explained in terms of constraint interaction i.e. faithfulness to the segments in roots is completely dominated by markedness constraint, as shown below:

(9) Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters

Markedness >> Root-faithfulness

*NÇ >> UNIFORMITY-ROOT

Given the above interaction of constraint ranking, the grammar is less faithful to its input segments. It blocks the surfacing of any nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters since the markedness constraint, *NÇ outranks the faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT. The application of nasal deletion as in those two dialects of Malay clearly shows that the
outputs without nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters are more desired than the one that demonstrates the expected behaviour. This means that outputs which produce unmarked forms are the correct grammatical form in those dialects.

As discussed beforehand, the situation occurred in the two Malay dialects, shows that they involved unmarked and marked segments. Since the phonological requirement does not allow voiceless obstruent to be followed by a nasal segment, thus the unmarked value for the segmental feature [voice] is [+voice]. This means that the obstruent follows the nasal segment must be a voiced obstruent. Any unvoiced obstruent after the nasal segment would violate the markedness constraint, *NC̄. Besides, having an unvoiced the obstruent, means that there are other conditions need to be observed in ensuring that the markedness constraint is respected. For example, by not having the clusters, either the nasal segment or the unvoiced obstruent is deleted, inserting a vowel between the clusters or they could merge into one segment. The deletion, insertion and merging processes however would not observe MAX-IO, DEP-IO and UNIFORMITY-ROOT constraints, respectively.

(10) *NC̄

No nasal/ voiceless obstruent sequences.

(11) MAX-IO (MAXIMAL INPUT-OUTPUT)

Every segment in the input must have a correspondent in the output.

(12) DEP-IO (DEPENDENCE INPUT-OUTPUT)

Every segment in the input must have a correspondent in the output.

(13) UNIFORMITY-ROOT

The output reflects the precedence structure of the input segments of the roots, and vice versa.

Since the data obtained are insufficient, the OT analysis in this paper will follow the schematic account employed by Kager (1999). In the process of nasal deletion, an input
with a sequence of nasal ($N_1$) and voiceless obstruent ($T_2$) are mapped onto a single output segment that is $T_2$, thus, the nasal segment precedes the voiceless obstruent in the input which is deleted.

The interaction of the constraints mentioned above is shown in Tableau 4. Those four constraints are ranked accordingly as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /$N_1T_2$/</th>
<th>DEP-IO</th>
<th>*$N\bar{C}$</th>
<th>UNIFORMITYROOT</th>
<th>MAX IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. $\varepsilon T_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. $N_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. $N_1\partial T_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. $N_1T_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The above tableau briefly demonstrates the constraint ranking to account for NT sequence. As shown candidate (c) with schwa epenthesis fatally violates DEP-IO. In view of the markedness constraint, *$N\bar{C}$ is highly ranked in the ranking than the faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITYROOT, hence candidate (d) with a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent is ruled out. In contrast, candidate (b) who respects the markedness constraint *$N\bar{C}$, violates UNIFORMITYROOT. Candidate (a) with nasal deletion emerges as the one with optimal output although the segmental faithfulness does not longer hold. This is because the voiceless obstruent [t] in the candidate does not precede by a nasal segment anymore. It therefore respects *$N\bar{C}$.

As presented in (7), nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences in the two dialects are treated differently from the standard version of Malay, SM. The sequence of the consonants in SM is retained in the words, therefore no nasal deletion takes place. The following tableau shows the constraint ranking for SM which is distinct from the one demonstrated in Tableau 4.
DEP-IO >> UNIFORMITYROOT >> MAX-IO >> *NÇ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /N₁T₂/</th>
<th>DEP-IO</th>
<th>UNI ROOT</th>
<th>MAX IO</th>
<th>*NÇ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. T₂</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. N₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. N₁0T₂</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. idding N₁T₂</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tableau 5. A sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent in SM.

The constraint ranking for SM above differs slightly from the non-standard dialects of Malay. As can be seen in candidate (d) above, a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent is retained, hence the faithfulness constraint that preserves root segments named UNIFORMITY-ROOT should dominate the markedness constraint *NÇ: [F >> M], not the opposite way as for the dialect. This shows that the same markedness constraint which is active in the Malay language grammar has been satisfied differently. According to McCarthy (2002), the same markedness constraint with different satisfaction is called homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process. In phonology, the same target is achieved by different ways in different languages. For example, certain consonant clusters are avoided in different ways like deletion as in Diola Fogny and vowel epenthesis as in Ponapean (McCarthy 2002: 26). Apart from different languages, homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process can also be observed within a single language. Vowel denasalisation in Nancowry is an instance for this, whereby this process is defined by the ranking *VNAS >> IDENT(nasal). Vowel denasalisation however is blocked in stressed syllables by ranking IDENT(nasal) higher than *VNAS (McCarthy 2002: 95).

The discussion of nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences in the Malay language indicates that the homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process occurs in the language. The optimal output in the language i.e. no nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences is evident that the Malay language needs to be accomplished by the markedness constraint *NÇ must dominate the root-faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT: *NÇ >>
UNIFORMITY-ROOT. Referring to tableau 4, in cases where F1 (UNIFORMITY-ROOT) and F2 (MAX-IO) are dominated by M (*NÇ), the output is therefore unfaithful. When both F1 and F2 dominate M, then the mapping is faithful, as shown in Tableau 5.

(14) Permutated rankings for *NÇ

a. *NÇ >> UNIFORMITY-ROOT >> MAX-IO
b. UNIFORMITY-ROOT >> MAX-IO >> *NÇ

The different ways of treating nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences in Malay language could be well-explained in OT by the homogeneity of target/heterogeneity process. The case would be difficult to explain when rule-based theories take place since phonological processes in SPE are expressed by rules.

6. Conclusion and prediction

Based on the discussion, it can be summarised that the form of the output which contains a sequence of nasal plus voiceless obstruent depends on the ranking of faithfulness constraint with respect to the markedness constraint. To achieve the target that the Malay language needs, M i.e. *NÇ needs to be accomplished in different ways, even within a single language. In view of the homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process, the discussion shows that the target of the language could not always be achieved. With respect to the unmarked segments, the following constraint ranking has been established: DEP-IO >> *NÇ >> UNIFORMITYROOT >> MAX-IO. The data also reveal that Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan dialects still favour the unmarked segments rather than marked segments. As a consequence, the root-faithfulness requirement is no longer obeyed in those dialects.
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